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Front-Footing Problems
The importing and distribution game may seem easy. Just order a good range of
products from reputable suppliers and hold them in your warehouses until clients
order them. But in reality, ordering the right products, in the right quantities, at the
right time, takes years of experience and we’re still perfecting the process.
Although we do our best to source top quality
products from the best global suppliers who have
strict quality control processes, we still end up
with faults. We expect our suppliers to identify
and deal with any problems before they reach
us, but this doesn’t always happen. I’m always
amazed when suppliers tell us “they haven’t heard
of that issue before”. Product failures in the field
lead to wasted time and costs in identifying and
rectifying problems.

replacement Octave meters at their cost. Within
two weeks, we had received the replacement
meters, filled backorders and restored our stock
position. By November, Arad had deployed an
army of technicians around the world to upgrade
every Octave with a faulty circuit board. Two
technicians arrived in Auckland in mid-November
and set to work repairing all of our faulty stock.
This involved replacing the faulty components,
re-sealing, testing and certifying every meter.

Last October, I received a call from David Zakai
at Arad. “I have bad news for you,” he said. “The
shipment of Octave water meters you’re about
to receive has a problem.” There were two faulty
capacitors on the main circuit board which
would kill the batteries within a year. This was
very bad news, as 20 of the 85 meters we were
receiving were already covered by backorders
and now we couldn’t sell them. Once I explained
the stock situation, Arad agreed to air freight

This is what I call “front-footing” a problem.
We were advised of the issue before stock was
dispatched into the market. Replacement stock
was promptly provided and faulty stock was
repaired at our premises within a month. This is
incredible product support from a supplier based
on the other side of the world.
Well done Arad! You set an example to our
industry. - Martin Payne
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Late last year we introduced our new price book. It includes all the products
added to our range since the release of the 2015 book. With the increase in
the number of lines, we have tried to make the new book as easy as possible to
navigate and quickly find what you are looking for.
• Includes the complete range as at October 2018.
• Pictures are clear and in colour to easily identify
products.

• The discount code at the bottom of each page
marries up to the discount matrix to easily
assess cost price.

• Page edges are colour coded for quick access to
sections.

• Updated contact details are inside the front
cover so you can easily get in touch.

• Clear index to quickly locate a product sector.

If you haven’t received your copy yet,
please get in touch with your rep or flick
us an email at wsp@watersupply.co.nz

• We have added a small amount of technical
detail to certain pages to aid in product
selection.
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Hunter Leads The Pack
WSP sent a delegation to the American Irrigation
Association’s show this year in Long Beach,
California. It’s a good show to attend to keep
abreast of developing technologies, especially in
the Turf and Landscape irrigation market.
Before the show got underway, we were lucky enough to
visit our friends at Dura at their factory in nearby Beaumont.
This is where they produce all their PVC fittings and it’s done
on a scale almost incomprehensible to us Kiwis. What really
impressed me was the level of automation involved and
their impeccable quality controls to ensure their billions of
fittings are perfect. Note that all Dura PVC fittings are now
Watermark Certified.
Key technological advances from the show itself must
be Hunter’s Centralus Control System for the ICC, the EZ
Decoder and the new I80 Rotors which could be a good
option for minimising the number of heads in a sports field,
similar to the approach used for sports fields in the UK.

What became apparent at the show is that Hunter
continues to lead with innovation whilst the
competition appears focused only on trying to copy
the Hunter MP Rotator. Release dates for the new
lines in New Zealand are still unconfirmed.

How Do You Choose?
MTEX Reed switches are confusing to order,
especially when you don’t know which one
you need! When ordering these switches,
you’ll definitely get a call from us asking you
about the lead and cable colours.
Only a few months ago we found a third switch to add to
this baffling mix. You will be happy to know we have fixed
this problem.
These switches are under the following codes:
•

MTEX-REEDBG: Image BLACK -1
Black lead with grey cable (the latest version).

•

MTEX-REEDWG: Image GREY -2
White lead with grey cable (the oldest version).

•

MTEX-REEDWW: Image WHITE -3
White lead with white cable (the between version).
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Ag Coupler Has Universal Appeal
In 2019, WSP aims to continue adding and releasing new products for the Ag
sector. We are pleased to announce we now have in stock the CX Universal
coupler. This coupler is aimed at your field service staff so they only need to
carry one style coupler in the truck when working on a range of pivot irrigators.
The CX Universal coupler is based on the same concept
as most pivot “U-Joints” with a rubber coupler joining the
drive shaft to the motor/gearboxes. However, it is designed
to handle a range of different drive shaft sizes from ¾”–1”
making it an ideal product for service team members who
work on a range of pivot and linear machines.
WSP also stocks the widest range of pivot gearboxes in
the country, with genuine OEM products as well as lower
cost aftermarket products. Email the WSPAG team with
your requirements and we can help advise the options to
support your client base.

wspag@watersupply.co.nz

CX Universal U Joint and Coupler

‘Mini Sigma’ Offers Incredible Value
A few years ago, Amiad released the Sigma range of polymeric automatic
filters. WSP has supplied a lot of Sigma filters since their release and they
have proven very efficient and incredibly reliable.
The newest addition to the range is the “Mini Sigma”.
We have these available in 50mm, 80mm and 100mm
with two connection configuration options for each
size (as pictured).
The operating pressure for cleaning can be as low as
1.5bar. The flushing flow rate is only from 8.7m3/hr to
10m3/hr, meaning you can generally clean the filter
without interrupting the flow to point of use.
It can be installed vertically or horizontally. The inlet/
outlet can be rotated through 360° for easy installation.
And the flush valve outlet can be changed 180°.
Not only is this filter the latest evolution in selfcleaning filter technology, the control system is equally
as brilliant!
It features Bluetooth connectivity for programming
and monitoring. If the controller senses no flow, it
automatically pauses the cleaning process until flow
restarts and the filter is required again. The controller
determines the required flush cycle time length,
regardless of the line pressure, and downloadable
flushing data is available.

A leading supplier to the irrigation and water industry since 2003.

WSP can also supply manifolds to connect to
three filters in a bank. The most amazing thing
about these filters is the price. They range from
$4,120 to $4,950 which makes these the most
affordable self-cleaning filters on the market.
This also makes these affordable as an upsell
instead of a manual filter. Getting the simplicity
and reliability of a failsafe screen filter for this
price is amazing!

www.watersupply.co.nz
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Floating
Suction
Kit
If you’re involved with rural water
supplies this product may be for
you. Philmac’s new floating suction
kit allows you to take water from a
set depth. It is on page 146 of the
new 2018 price book, which you will
all have a copy of now.

Michael Loffhagen
When I asked Michael to write a bit about himself, I expected
the odd one-liner that other staff have provided me with
(like blood out of a stone). But to the contrary, he emailed
me a full page describing everything from his lifelong love
of cricket and rugby to the adventures he had doing his Kiwi
OE around Europe before cell phones! Of course, being from
Christchurch he had to mention those damned Crusaders
and the All Blacks.

They are purchased in 2 parts:
• PFVRK - Valve rig that fits 40mm
and 50mm Philmac foot valves
• PBF225 - 225mm Orange Float
(2 generally required)
The float rig is all non-corrosive
with nylon cord and stainless-steel
screws.

Other important points were that he lives with his wife (who is a cake decorator)
and numerous children. He plays golf off an 18 handicap, is a life member of the
Ohoka Cricket Club and has retired from touch rugby after messing up his ankle.
Back in October 2017, he did the Welcome Hut tramp in South Westland which
was an 18km tramp (7.5 hours in and 6 hours out) as a tribute to his niece who
committed suicide a few months earlier. It all seems a bit hectic for an old timer in
his early 50s.
His hobbies seem to be lacking. Yes, he has his sports, but “designing and making
pivot gates for the pivots to push open while in the fence line” as a hobby sounds
to me like a cry for help!
Michael is based in our Christchurch office where he is in the customer services
department, involved primarily with answering customer calls, entering South
Island sales orders and sorting out all those niggly problems. This requires someone
with patience and diligence, but we can’t have everything.
Where did he come from? Michael started his irrigation career at IPS in Ohoka in
1989 in the financial side of the business and eventually found his way to Store
Manager when PGG purchased that company in 2002. A few years later after some
“corporate restructuring” he found himself in need of new work so he did a few
non-irrigation jobs before getting back into the grass roots of irrigation, helping
erect pivots and laying PVC pipe. At least that’s how I think the story went. He has
now come full circle back to an office job with the WSP team where he’s been since
mid-2017.

So next time you call the Christchurch office and Michael answers
the phone, spare a thought for the man behind the voice. Perhaps
you could suggest a hobby.

AUCKLAND OFFICE
74 McLaughlins Road, Wiri. Auckland 2104. Ph (09) 916 0094.

CHRISTCHURCH OFFICE
34 Enterprise Avenue, Waterloo Business Park,
Christchurch 8042. Ph (03) 348 1293.

ROLLESTON OFFICE
25-31 Hynds Drive, Izone. Rolleston 7675.
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